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expressible, as well as those that follow it, in terms of those which
precede it, viz., -F,/,/^ X, \, ...... , Vr    Tlie same three alter-
natives are presented and the value of FQ the common integral in
each is determined as before ; either the single case of failure is
avoided by the choice of a new integral different from X, or in
the case of failure of the latter these two cases of failure are
combined so as to furnish a common integral. Thus we obtain
our third common integral, which may be represented by
F = f = a .
8       J 8	8 *
222.    The remaining functions F4, ...... , Fn^ may be derived
in the same way as the above ; and thus with F= 0 we shall have
n equations to determine the values of the jp's in terms of the
independent variables and n — I arbitrary constants, which, when
substituted in
dz =
!      22	nn
will render it integrable; its integral is the complete integral
of the original differential equation.
The associated integrals  are derivable from the  results of
§§ 179, 180.
223. The foregoing is an exposition of Jacobi's method of integration in
its simplest form ; there are, however, developments and simplifications and,
arising out of these, methods of avoiding the exceptional cases which cannot
be dealt with here. For these and for the whole theory of partial differential
equations of the first order reference should be made to the chief authori-
ties, which are jacobi, "Vorlesungen liber Dynamik" (Oes. Werke, Suppl. Bd.
pp. 248—- 269) j jacobi, "Nova methodus..,integrandi" (Crette, t. lx, pp. 1—
181) ; a very valuable memoir by imsceenetsky, Gfrunerfs Arckiv d&r Mathe-
matiJc mid Physik, t. l. pp. 278 — 474; a memoir by graindorge, Mdmoires
de la Sovidtd Royale des Sciences de Libge, nme se'rie, t. v. ; and a treatise by
mansion, Thforu des Equations vmx derMes partielles, will prove of great use;
full references to original authorities will be found in the last.
The equations (A) are, when each fraction is equated to dt, of the form
^r=_^.      tyr _ W .
dt ~~    ^pr ;     dt "~ 3xr '
these are the canonical equations of motion of a system of rigid bodies;
farther discussion of them will be found in Imschenetsky. (See also Bouth's
Rigid Dynamics. )
We now proceed to consider some examples.

